
Centre for Legal Studies (CLS), Gitarattan International Business School (giBS), organised a

National Seminar on 17th August, 2019 on the theme “Evolution of Personal Laws in India: Now

and Then”. The Seminar comprised of three technical sessions which were chaired by eminent

jurists having expertise in Indian personal laws. The institute hosted participants from various

Law colleges and indeed proved to be a great success.

The first session was chaired by Professor (Dr.) Kahkashan Y. Dalyan from Jamia Milia Islamia

University, Delhi. The session started with Dr.Dalyan’s facilitation by Dr. BS Hothi, Director,

giBS. She was very interactive in her approach and the session received inputs from the side of

the audience as well. The theme of this session was Advent of Personal Laws in Today's

Scenario, wherein issues like Historical evolution of Personal Laws and Effect of contrasting

family conditions in terms of rituals, relationship of spouse, children and parenting were

discussed. The next session dealt with contemporary and emerging issues in personal laws and

was chaired by Advocate Malavika Rajkotia who started the session by pronouncing family laws

as ‘soft laws’ which have lost their importance due to the element of discretion on the part of the

individuals upon which they hold application.

The third and the final session was chaired by Dr.Kiran Gupta from University of Delhi. Dr.

Gupta in this session talked about remedies and reforms needed in personal laws and threw light

upon how changes in the social circumstances require legal amendments. The Seminar indeed

proved to be beneficial for the participants as well as the students, since, the discussions covered

almost all aspects of personal law and went a step ahead from the theoretical text book coverage

of family laws.
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